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Notes On What’s What

I find myself marooned on this here gleaming island, designed to keep us far 
from the messy real. Cupertino. Such are techno-utopia’s abstractions of the 
world. Popular inversions of the powerful’s illusions of control. You know that 
particle accelerator, the one where a science-death-cult is conspiring to seed 
a black hole to collapse us all into? That’s -like so many conspiracy theories- 
is an apt a metaphor, a description of Norman Foster’s Apple Park, a vast 
circular open plan office complex. Security is tight here. They point me to the 
Apple Park Visitor Center, across the street, which is made from all the same 
architectural components as the main building. Within the Center stands a 
milled aluminium model of Apple Park. We are obviously quite into closing 
circles around here. 





It’s early August 2018, the very week Apple’s stock market price hits a trillion 
dollars. It’s the first company on the planet to ever breach that number, and 
corporation tourists are flocking to its headquarters. Having pulled through the 
nearby Adobe digital imaging educators conference last week, I spend nine 
days shuttling between Silicon Valley and Lake County, further north, where 
quite incidentally, the biggest wildfire in California’s history is also just peaking. 
I say peaking, but it’s more like pulverizing all the biomass below, funnelling it 
up in a black column of immense girth, and dumping it above the tropopause. 
There it spreads into an atmospheric layer that dims and cools the land beneath.

Arriving here feels like when your shuttle comes down from the mother ship 
and pierces the underside of the clouds to reveal a first, sublime view of the new 
planet. One vast and mute enigma, stretching to the gentle horizon. What will 
the locals make of me?





Fire sweeps through and violently simplifies the landscape. No longer obscured 
by trees, the woods are now free to grow back and be seen. 

Photographic abstraction is less purgatory. Some things never emerge from being 
photographed. You overlay the image on the world, and that map consumes 
the territory: a prerequisite for what at the Pentagon is called a “self-licking 
ice cream cone”, a solution that reproduces the problem it claims to address, 
a construct that feeds on the living. William James term for this is “Vicious 
Abstractionism”. 

Apart from photography itself, the vicious abstractionisms in this booklet 
would like considered are “augmented” reality, product design, and financial 
“innovation”.





As you approach the gridded table-top landscape, a worker hands you a tablet 
computer which, if you pan and scan it across the gridded model, displays 
an augmented reality overlay in full colour. Tiny cars pulling in and out of 
the parking garages, neat lawns and trees, little people mincing around the 
enormous office floors, all lit by a sun you can dial in the angle of on a slider. 
On the whole, the audience is enraptured.















Throughout the Adobe Digital Imaging Educator’s conference and my 
subsequent dérive, I carry with me the transnational tax optimization charts 
from the Luxemburg Leaks, diagrammatic documentation of the global 
financial superstructure designed to keep the rich rich. I have emptied out all 
the fields that specify the subsidiaries and special purpose entities for each 
scheme the Luxemburg tax office approved, in the hope that I may be able to 
enter my own terms in the blank spaces, that is, repurpose these masterful flow 
charts for good. Thus far, a vain hope. I am left holding precious little glyphs of 
complexity, arrays of hollow pavé sockets, amulets stripped of their gems. So in 
the meantime, I figured these diagrams could be employed as reality overlays, 
to expand on the question of why any of us came to be there that August, at the 
Apple Park Visitor Center in Cupertino, while the fires raged a little further to 
the North.



I head up to be near those fires. Behold the locals. Those with guns and/or 
privacy just won’t talk. Tom the walnut farmer though, raking between his trees, 
is pleased at how sooty I got myself clambering up the hill behind his house. 
He is ready for another firestorm, and full of useful clichés. Come what may he 
mulls, you snooze you lose. Tom’s brother lingers in the ashy vegetable garden. 
He likes art, and really appreciates the sculptural aspects of freshly molten 
water tanks up behind the house. We talk permaculture, and he reckons he 
knows that for sure, climate change is just another story the rich use to squeeze 
more money from the poor. 

Every motel is packed. Brienne, working reception at Soda Bay Cottages, is 
certain that everything happens for a reason, and lets me use the staff shower. 
Evacuees populate every open space by the lake. They do want to talk. We eat 
bad bread and sleep in our cars. I don’t want to take anyone’s picture.













I do feel compelled to take pictures of those holes in the ground that used to 
be filled with roots. Down to the capillary, the wood has burnt away, leaving 
a ready mold. Have you seen those YouTube clips of guys with pickups and 
families, pouring molten aluminium into bustling fire ant colonies? Once it has 
cooled, they unearth the metal negative of the burrows, to be displayed upside 
down in their homes, scale models of alien trees, reminiscent of those casts of 
bronchi that stood like a bonsai orchard in vitrines at my mother’s institute in Bern.





During this time, I carry with me the transnational tax optimization charts from 
the Luxemburg Leaks, diagrammatic documentation of the global financial 
superstructure designed to keep the rich rich. 

I have emptied out all the fields detailing the subsidiaries and special purpose 
entities for each scheme the Luxemburg tax office secretly approved. I am 
left with precious little glyphs of complexity, arrays of hollow pavé sockets, 
tiaras and amulets stripped of their gems. I figured these flow charts could be 
employed as reality overlays, to expand on the question of why any of us came 
to be there that August, at the Apple Park Visitor Center in Cupertino.
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